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 Cryptocurrency could very well be the future of investing, maybe even the future of 

 money, however, there is a great deal that needs to be taken into consideration to avoid jumping 

 the gun on ‘just another fad’. 

 Regulations are one of the biggest factors that could make or break cryptocurrency. 

 Currently, there are almost no regulations on cryptocurrencies because they're not held down by 

 anything physical; it's not a country's currency nor is it owned by any company. It is arguable that 

 the lack of laws on cryptocurrency can be good or bad. With no regulations on the 

 cryptocurrency, you can very easily use cryptocurrency for anonymous transactions. This poses 

 a huge risk, and ethical dilemma, as large transactions can be made with no way of tracking 

 them and therefore having no repercussions. One of the concerns is that cryptocurrencies are 

 being used for illegal practices such as laundering money,  1  drug purchases or human 

 trafficking.  2  This is where the regulations of cryptocurrencies  could shine, by stopping 

 cryptocurrencies from being a criminal's dream. 

 There is also a concern when it comes to the longevity of cryptocurrency.  If this is just a 

 fad, then people that are trying to get in on the new economic trend could face the possibility of 

 losing a lot of money. There is a large risk of failure if cryptocurrencies were to take a big hit in 

 the market. There is always going to be fear when it comes to money and introducing something 

 so unheard of can be intimidating, despite the fact that cryptocurrency has been used for over a 

 2  Knutson, Ted. “Crypto Increasingly Used in Human/Drug Trafficking Says Gao.” Crypto 
 Increasingly Used In Human/Drug Trafficking Says GAO. Forbes Magazine, January 11, 2022. 
 https://www.forbes.com/sites/tedknutson/2022/01/10/crypto-increasingly-used-in-humandrug-traf 
 ficking-says-gao/?sh=6d6feb52637e. 

 1  BBC NEWS, ed. Crypto money laundering rises 30%,  report finds. BBC, January 26, 2022. 
 https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-60072195. 
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 decade and has been incorporated into everyday use and restructured the economies of some 

 countries. Cryptocurrencies are spoken about less in comparison to when they were most 

 popular in 2017-2020. Bitcoin was all the rage in 2017, as its value went from one thousand 

 dollars at the beginning of the year to twenty thousand dollars by the end of 2017.  3  Now cryptos 

 are still a major entity in the world of investing, particularly among younger investors, however, 

 the general public does not appear to be as interested in cryptos. This is concerning when 

 considering cryptocurrencies are based on supply and demand. The thousands of individuals 

 trading stocks daily is the basic principle of stock trading at its roots, literally supply and demand 

 at its finest. As previously mentioned, there are risks when it comes to investing in 

 cryptocurrency but it has just as much reward. High-risk, high reward if you will. A lot is riding on 

 how regulations are put on cryptocurrencies in the upcoming years, which could be the make it 

 or break it if cryptos become a more viable investment. 

 Cryptocurrency is good for society in that it can be used as a liquid asset; there isn’t a 

 more liquid asset than Bitcoin. As Bitcoin is completely digital, it has taken the world by storm. 

 Many countries are adding Bitcoin machines, and similar to ATMs, all you would have to do is 

 walk over to a Bitcoin machine and trade your Bitcoin for dollars, anywhere, anytime  4  . It's 

 progressing to be easily accessible. Gold is a comparable liquid asset, however, its biggest 

 disadvantage is in its weight. It would be hard to pack your bags and carry all your gold around 

 with you. 

 4  de Best, Raynor. “Bitcoin Atms, by Country 2021.” Number of Bitcoin ATMs in 58 countries and territories 
 worldwide as of August 16, 2021. Statista, April 11, 2022. 
 https://www.statista.com/statistics/343147/number-of-bitcoin-atms-countries/. 

 3  Nibley, Brian. “Bitcoin Price History: Price of Bitcoin 2009 - 2022.” Bitcoin Price History: 2009 - 2022. 
 SoFi, March 7, 2022. https://www.sofi.com/learn/content/bitcoin-price-history/. 
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 One of the biggest pros of Bitcoin right now is evident in countries such as El Salvador. 

 El Salvador's history of colonization, oppression, and exploitation has made economic and 

 societal development challenging. Oftentimes family members who have emigrated to developed 

 countries send money back to El Salvador. This money is often in US dollars, which after 

 conversion rates, taxes and fees becomes much less by the time it reaches their family 

 members. Recently, El Salvador has tailored their economy to accept Bitcoin widespread and 

 now has become a reliable way for people to send money back to their families.  5  They have 

 incorporated into the country's economy, and therefore have more money for positive change. 

 Though cryptocurrencies can be set up differently, Bitcoin’s design has the power to 

 allow for more good for society, as it perfectly addresses the issue of inflation. There are only 21 

 million Bitcoin in circulation, and there is no way to make more.  6  If more cryptocurrencies were 

 to follow this model, this would help monitor inflation and keep the value stable. This limited 

 resource model has led many to call Bitcoin a “digital gold.”  7  However, unlike gold which is 

 arguably a rare material, if its prices go up, more people want to mine or sell gold, directly 

 lowering the price of it, an equilibrium if you will. Gold doesn't have a limited cap. Even in distant 

 space, we have asteroids that have enough gold in them to completely ruin the market, making 

 gold practically worthless. Other cryptocurrencies are set up more so for mass production. 

 Cryptocurrencies like Dogecoin can be mined and therefore have an ever-growing market cap, 

 and given enough time and people mining it, it could be mass-produced which in turn lowers the 

 7  Browne, Ryan. “The Case for Bitcoin as 'Digital Gold' Is Falling Apart.” The case for bitcoin as ‘digital gold’ 
 is falling apart. CNBC, February 26, 2022. 
 https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/23/the-case-for-bitcoin-as-digital-gold-is-falling-apart.html#:~:text=Bitcoin%2 
 0is%20often%20referred%20to,other%20financial%20markets%2C%20like%20stocks. 

 6  Coinmatics. “It's Not a Tulip to You!” It’s not a tulip to you! Game of Life, November 25, 2019. 
 https://blog.gameoflife.co/its-not-a-tulip-to-you-9707ced3be0b. 

 5  Kahn, Carrie. El Salvador's leader wants to go in  even bigger on bitcoin. NPR, March 27, 2022. 
 https://www.npr.org/2022/03/27/1086851329/el-salvadors-leader-wants-to-go-in-even-bigger-on- 
 bitcoin. 
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 value.  8  Ethereum, the second-highest priced cryptocurrency, is set up differently than most of 

 the competition and that's why it's one of the most used cryptocurrencies. Although miners of 

 the currency can infinitely increase the market cap, Ethereum combats the eternally increasing 

 market cap by destroying a little bit of itself on every purchase made with Ethereum.  9 

 There is a great deal of research and discovery that still needs to be done about 

 cryptocurrencies. Though it has been used for over a decade, Its effects on our economic 

 systems and individual lives are not fully understood. I believe cryptocurrencies have a place in 

 our future, so it is vital that we take the necessary steps to ensure that the changes it causes are 

 for the good of society. As long as proper regulations are applied to cryptocurrencies addressing 

 illegal behaviour and mass production, it has the ability to do good for societies around the globe. 

 9  Robertson, Harry. Ethereum network upgrade that will destroy coins could cause 'explosive growth' in the 
 ether price, experts say. Business Insider, October 30, 2021. 
 https://www.businessinsider.in/stock-market/news/ethereum-network-upgrade-that-will-destroy-coins-could-c 
 ause-explosive-growth-in-the-ether-price-experts-say/articleshow/81396853.cms. 

 8  Williams, Sean. “5 Reasons to Avoid Dogecoin like the Plague.” 5 Reasons to Avoid Dogecoin Like the 
 Plague. The Motley Fool, April 29, 2021. 
 https://www.fool.com/investing/2021/04/29/5-reasons-to-avoid-dogecoin-like-the-plague/. 
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